
SPEAKING FOR UNDERSTANDING: 
RULES FOR TEACHERS· 

Adrian Johnson 

I wish to begin my remarks this moming by referring not to rules of speaking. 
but to one very useful rule of not speaking. It was proposed by Abraham 
Lincoln. He said. "It is better to say nothing and look like a loo� than to open 
your mouth and remove all doubt." Alas, a month ago when I was infonned 
about this Conference, I failed to remember this very soW\d advice, and 
allowed myself to be o�uaded by the charming staff of ?usa! Bahasa 
Indeed, they have freely admitted that "conned" would be more appropriate 
than "overpeI5Uaded" 

1 must confess, however, that in addition to the persuasive powers of 
Professor Dato' Asmahand her colleagues, there was another influence at 
work. This was a mixture of my own fascination with many ilSpects of 
Applied Linguistics. and my conviction that many teac hers are less effec· 
tive than t hey should � because they afe not sufficiently awareof the way 
the language works, and do nol use it to best effect. I am intrigued by the 
rule-governed nature of language. and convinced that OUf Wlderstanding 
of the rules of speaking should be more effectively exploited in teacher 
training. 

nus conviction about the language skills needed for effective teach
ing needs to be explainoo. As I was thinking about this issue. I read three 
articles in the New StraIts Times about Malaysian teachers. I should stress 
that much of what they said would be true of teachers in many parts of the 
world, including Britain. The first one included some comments by Tan Sri 
Datuk Wira Abdul Rahman Arshad, Director-General of Education, He is 
reported to have said. "We are now, concentrating on the child. ChiJd
oriented t eaching means that we are teaching the child how to learn and 
think. The breadth of knowledge has widened so much that teachers 
cannot give children e\·erything. At best. the teacher elIn filuip the child 
with the skills to grasp and understand that knowledge. Because of this, 
teaching methods must change. TeacheIS cannot prescribe any more; they 
have to be more inventive." I ask you to note in particular the emphasis on 
equipping the child n with the skills to grasp and understand knowledge." 

The third article in the New Straits Times series, however, included 
comments made by students about their teachers. One said. "I get fed up 
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when the teacher talks and we dont't underst and a word she is saymg. If 
we ask her to back-track, she will get angry and accuse us of not paying 
attention." Anothercommented. "It issoirritalmg when theteacher makes 
no effort to remember the student's name. Sometimes they point a t  us and 
say, "Hey, you," or "You there, come here." And a third student spoke of 
the mild rebuke she received when she asked her teacher a question. The 
teacher said. "Go and read it up yourself." And another student was 
promptly silenced when she spoke up in class. Her teacher said. �! teach, 
you listen!" 

r should make it dear that the last article also included words of 
praise [or teachers who cared about their subjeds and their pupils. But the 
key issue i s clearly the gap that exists in some classrooms between what we 
ace aiming at in education, and what weare in some cases, at least, actually 
achieving. As the articles make clear, there are many reasons for this gap: 
some teachers have been given inadequate training, some lack a real 
interest in their job; �ome find the pre:-5U{CS on them too great; and so on. 
One reason which is not mentioned, however, is that many teachers have 
an inadequate grasp of the rules of spe aking which are afeature of effective 
teaching for Wlderstanding.l am convinced that these rules are crucially 
important. And that is why I landed myself in this predicament of trying 
to speak about them this morning! 

Although these "rules for speakingN r ela!('d to in teractions between 
teachers and pupils have been extensively studied, it is not surprising, 
given the complex nature of these interactions, that the patterns that have 
� observed in them have been fannulated and described in several 
different ways. But Ibelicvethat thel1;'isa general point which can be made 
about thosecla�room interactions through which a teacher isattempting, 
asTanSriDatuk WiraAbdul Rahman Arshadha�said, "to equip the child 
with the skills to grasp and Wlderstand knowledge." 

I thin.k! can best illustrate this po int by referring to two conversations 
Ihave had in Kuala Lumpur The iirst occurred nearly thirty years ago. My 
wife and I had lIlvited our Chinese teacher to dinner He had been bom in 
Peking and spoke only one dialect of Chmese, Le. Manda rin. His wife had 
been born in Malaya, and her moth er-tongue was Foochow Living in 
Kuala Lumpur at that time was an American teacher who had previously 
lived and worked in Foochow We knew her and 90 we invited her to meet 
our teacher and his wife. When we explaincd their linguisticbackgrowlds, 
our American fnend said. "On, thatshouldbe interesting-because I can use 
only forrnal speech in Mandarin, and small talk in Foochow." Theexpla
nation of this remark was that she had learned Mandarin formally in the 
classroom and then used it formally to teach. But outside the classroom, 
she had had to leam Foochow for everyday communication. She could 
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Mchar'" In foochow, but NlectureN m Mandarin. The second conversation 
look place about two years ago. Once again it was with a teacher, but this 
time a Malaysian Chinese. She had been English-educated. But.of course, 
she now uses Bahasa Malaysia inher teaching. 50 I asked her how easy she 
finds this 10 be. Her answer fascinated me. She said: "I have no difficulty 
in lecturing on my subject; but 1 fInd I have an inadequate natural grasp of 
ordinary, everyday, informal language to be able to teach as I used to in 
English. You see, I am not comfortable about chatting with studUlts about 
my subject, because I an not sure ill am using the right kind oi informal 
phrases. " 

Both these stories suggest thai lecturing or expounding on a subject 
demands a control of iorma! language, whereas clas5room discussion 
about a subject �uires a special command of informal language. 1he 
general point I wish tomake therefore is that the "rules of speaking" which 
apply when a teacher is seeking to encourage understanding and acbve 
lI:'anUn8 are relatl!d to the us'! of certain kinds of informal language. As I 
hope 10 make clear, I believe this informal language is I1!lated to methods 
of questioning and responding to answers. 

In saying this, of course, I am making assumptions about the effec
bveness of certain stylesof teaching. It isobvious, of course, that classroom 
interactions primarily should have a pedagogic structure. The way a 
teacher uses language depends on pedagogical method as well as linguis-
tic competence. It is necessary therefore for me to say something about the 
way the linguistic and pedagogic structures are interwoven. 

Several weU-known schemes are used 10 structure lessons which are 
Mchild-orienled", ie whrh are specifically designed to lead pupil5 10 an 
understanding of a subject, rather than just a knowledge rL it. This 
mOrning,1 can do no more than refer to two of these scheme!!. The first has 
been used extensively in Britain at both primary and secondiU}' level, 
particularly for mathem.ticsand science. It can besummarized ina simple 
diagram, and is given in Appendix A. 

The crucial point 10 be noted is that this pedagogic approach has 
discussion at its centre This means that it depends on the teacher's 
command of conversational skills, not least those related to questioning, 
suggesling, directing thought, etc. The rules of speaking for teachers 
aiming at understanding are therefore very likely 10 deal with these 
particular skills. 

The second pedagogiC approach I wish t o  refer to is that of Benjamin 
Bloom. This is so welJ·known that I hardJy need to remind you of its main 
features, bul I will do so briefly simply to underline the connection 
between the pedagogic purpose and the linguistic structures that are 
�Ialed to fulfilling that purpose. (And i t  should be noled thai speakers' 
intentions determine rules of speaking.) 
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CognitiVil objectives 

1. Knowledge 

2. Comprehension 

3. Application 

4. Analys..is 

5. SyntheSiS 

6. Evaluation 
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Smn( Jcey words in qUl'stions 
re/alM 10 llrese objecliues 

define, list, nrune, who, what, 
when, how, etc 
explain, translate, ctJmpare, 
put in your own words, etc 
solve, use, calculate, how, 
which, demonstrate, en: 
why, analysp., evidence, contrast 
identify, infer, etc 
write, :luggest, plan. con:ltruct. 
put together, draw up, etc 
assess, decide, conclude, opinion, 
on what basis, etc 

Althoughsome educationists consider that this analysis of ctlgnitivr 
objectives and the intellectual skills related to it hasdeiinite wca�or 
inadequacies, I doubt if there are any who would not agree about the 
importance of the development of these intellectual skills, The whole of 
modem science, and indeed the scientific approach to any subject,. de· 
pends on comprehension, application, analysis, SynthesIS and evaluation 
Equally, 1 am convinced that these skills arc most likely to develop under 
the guidance of a teacher who has definite linguiJItic skills of qucstioning, 
responding, reaclmg, probmg, gwding, encouraging, etc. l.un personally 
convinced that a firm grasp of knowledge about a subject and an under· 
standing of it involve� some form of debate. This debate occurs wiUtin the 
mind of an individual, and also between the individual and others. The 
linguistic skills invo lve d in child-oriented education are those related to 
informal debate and the rules of speaking are those which govem control· 
led yet open conversation of the special kind associated with child· 
oriented teaChing. 

A tthis point I would like to put these rules of speaking in cont�xt with 
other linguistic rules. The amazing complexity of these linguistic rules i� 
shown in dIagrams which attempt to summarize linguistic phenomena. 
For example, Appendix B gives a diagram from Terry Winograd's book 
LAnguage as a Cognitive Proass. 

The rules that could be listed under the various headings, phonologi. 
cal, syntactic, semanhc, etc art' of course deduced through a process of 
idealization. This involves the procedures of regularization, standardiza· 
tion, and dccontextualization. This last word is to be carefully noted. The 
.kind of rules of speaklOg which we are cOllsidering at this Conference are 
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cerlauUY not decont�xtuah"l.Cd, This m�ans, that they m ,lY seem to lack the 
predSlOn of the rules hsted in Wmogrlld'5 diagram Y�t, as Firth s<ud. 
"Langu'lge i� fundamentally a way of behaving .md nl aking others be
have," so the l ing uist must concern himself ultimately with the \'�rbaJ 
pnx:e�s in the context of situiltion:' The rul� of speaking which we can 
ob�rve from discour.!>e, therefore, deserve the attention \""e are illtcmpting 
10 gl\'e to them, even If we c.mnot produce neat diagraITl.li to illustrate the 
way they are supposed to operate 

L�I me refer again to Firth'� statement. He spoke of language being 
fund,lmentally a way of behaving and making others behave. This clearly 
has the most dirC"Ct implication for dkctive teaching: the way a teacher 
spea ks influences very strongly th� linguistic behviour of the pupils he or 

she is teaching. That IS why it i." importMt to attempt to detect palt�s in 
the hnguistic interactions between teachers and pupils to see if there are 
any regula.rities particularly associat�d with the kind ()f teaching that 
encourages chlldren to think forthem;.clvcs. The� patterns or regularilie� 
(Ould thtm perhaps be summari7.ed in some u�eful rules of speakin g. 

As I havc meluioot'd already, there are sevcral well known descrip
tiH! 1'Iystcms of the� palterns of c\l\Ssruom interaction. Each of them is 
wOrth a study But this morning 1 h,"'e timc to refer to only two of them., 
one briefly and the other in mote detail. The first was propoo;ed by Scllack 
who.) suggested that interactions could be de",,'ribcd in term.� of four 
"mo\'t!�". J take it that this com:ept of "move" is derived from a game like 
che>.:.. On(' player makes a movc which then leads to a move by another, 
and �o on. II is a very powerful Md useful concept for linguistic interac
tions, The four movcs which !kllack uses are: struct uring; solicitlng; 

respondmg; and reacting. The teacher is re;;ponsible for �tructuring the 
ciassn>om discu!>.'>ion by, for example, focusing the attention of the clalO..� on 
a tupk, There Me well· known and �pecial ways of uSing language to direct 
dtt�ntion to particular themes, Having focused on the theme, the teachj.'r 
will then pa�s on infonnatlOn about it, and this a1..:l0 is Paft of the structur
i.ng of the lesson. The teacher wi.1l then se-ek to engage the pupils' active 
thought about the theme by soliciting some response from them about it. 
ThL� obviously involves a whole range of techniques of asking questions. 
The next stage in the dassroom interAchon will hi? for the pupil to answer 
or comment; and then the teacher wall react to this response - modJfymg, 
d<l.rlfying, expanding, SCt"king further comment, and so on. Bellack con
cluded, from his investigation.!> of classroom interactions that teachers' 
uttcrances and pupils' rebpOnSe$ occurred in definite cycles, and these 
wuld be analysed using the four mo\'es into not more than twenty-one 
different patterns, TIle frequerKl' of these pattems in any lesson depended 
on teaching st�'lcs. 
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The other system of analysis I would like to refer to this morning has 
been used by John Sinclair and his collaborators. One main rea�on why I 
ha\l� chosen to comment on this system is the way Sinclair has attemptted 
to show how discourse analysis is interrelated with both pedagogy and 
grammar. His proposal is sUlT'Irnarized in a simple diagram. 

Non-lifJ�uistic 
organisatiOlI 

Course 
Period 
Topic 

Discourse 

lesson 
Transaction 
Exchange 
Move 
Act 

Grammar 

Sentence 
Clause 
Group 
Word 
Morpheme 

As is ohvious, each of these models is composed of "ranks", Le, the 
unit on one level is made up of umts from the rank below For example, 
words are composed of morphemes; lessons are composed of transactions, 
elc. Thereis alsoahorizontal relationship. Topics in the pedagogic �ystem 
are realized by transactions in the discourse system, and exchanges are 
idealized as sentences in the syntactic system. 

Before I say more about Sind,ur's system of ;m3lysing classroom 
discourse, it is necessary to emphasize how pE!l:u1iar this discourse is. In 
ordinary conversations, topics arise and are pursued by several people; 
there is usuaUy noone person guiding how the to pic is considered. Several 
people may speak at once; new topics may arise and take over the attention 
of the speakers. An so on. Of course, conversations of this kind have 
structures. or they would simply be incoherent. lhis is why various rules 
of speaking have been proposed as means of analysing ever day conversa
tions, but classroom discourse is quite different. To start with. the teacher 
chooses the tOpiC; she decides also how it should be dealt with. when 
another topic should be pursued. how to handle misund�rstandings, 
rein/oree new insights, and so on. She might even choose to use a short 
silence in which pupils may think for themselves. Obviously. there are 
other "rules" which teachers and pupils obselVe so that classroom interac
tions are orderly and productive. One speaker at a time; the teachers can 

take over the discussion at any time; the teacher decIdes who should talk; 
and SO on. These also could be referred to as rules of speaking, but they 
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are obviously of a different kind from those proposed by BeJlack and 
Sinclair. Th(' latter were used to elucidate how th� linguistic behviour of 
the teacher spea fically influences the linguisllc behav iourof the pupil The 
more general rules about the conventions of who speak, and when in a 
classroom are of a broader and more general kind, though obviously also 
related t(l the purpose behind <"1ny ciass1()om interaction. They W"lderline 
the way in which the teacher can control dasroom interactions; but also, 
they Illu strate how the teacher can dominate these interactions to the point 
of there being little or no active participatwn by students. As mentioned 
l'adier, some teachers assume they tcach and pupils just listen. indeed, the 
normal conventional classroom proo..-wures may come to inhibit free 
participation by students. This in tum underlines the need for the teacher 
to use both the more general "rules of speaking" which will maintain the 
coherence of the discourse, and also other "rules of speaking" of the kind 
identified by Bellaek and Sinclair In other words, the teacher must control 
the discourse with and bctw�n students and actively encourage it. He or 
she mu�t know huw to encourage a btudent to ask a question, make a 
suggestion or obsen·ation, and so on. The dynamics of child-centred 
classrooms are those of student participation rather than passivity 

I dill, of course, fully aware of the cultural factors and �ociological 
factors which strongly influence the likelihood of free participation by 
students. Just as much as discourse analysis of classroom interactions 
()\·crI,lps with pedagogy, so it also overlaps with sociology In sume 
�icties, it is much more customary for classroom interactions to be 
�ubject-c�lltred rather than chUd-centred Students are expected to listen 
and absorb but not to question or ru5CUSS. Other strong influences are, of 
COUfsc, such matters as statuS differences, age differences, sex, the usc of 
a second as agil.in�t a first language, and so on. Since this is a Conference 
of the A'nan Association of National Languages, these factors should not 
bE' fOI};otten.. I fully realize thali am speahng in English about classroom 
interactions in English, and typ)cally interactions which have over rec{'nt 
years followed pedagogic methodologies which have been most common 
in the West. But I finnly believe that the pffiagogic procedures T have 
referred to, such as those related to �Ioom's analysis of cognitive objec
tives, aN! ilpplicable anywhere and that they are particularly appropriate 
for encouraging students to think for themselves, whatever their cultural 
or linguistic background. This me,U\S that I am also convinced that very 
simi!.u rules of speaking will most probably appl)' to whateve r language 
is used. These rules will simply have different realizations. In saying this, 
I am not underestimating the Significant influences of  cultura I or linguistic 
background. Thesecan !>every rcal and T would be fascinated to learn what 
members 01 the Conference from different cultures and different mother-
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tongue!> think about the ways these cultures and languages influence rules 
of sp eaking in an interactive classroom. I would be surprised, however, if 
Sinc lair's system would not pruvide va 1 u able insights in to the d ynam ies of 
dasroom interactions whatev!;!! language is being used. and wherever the 
classroom might be. 

rn Sindalf's rank scale modeL h e  suggests that lessons are typkally 
made up of a series of transactions and that the boundaries of these 
transactions are marked by "frames" He has idenbfied four very common 
frames in English: they arc the words "well", "right", "now"', and "good" 

He pOlfll.; out that thC5e words in thiS context have a special function: they 
indicate thai the teacher is about to focus on a new topiC. For t;'xample, to 
begin the lesson the teacher might say' "Right. Today we �hall be thinking 
about lin production in Malaysia." Or in the middle of the �amc lesson the 
teacher mighl say: "Good. Let us now consider tin mining in Perak." 
Clearly. the teacher must have the linguistic skills to give a lesson a dear. 
logical sequence. IllS intriguing that a lesson in English. according to 

Sinclair's analysis, is given this structured sequence by the use of just a few 
simple words acting as "frames" for the ordered st'ries of transactions. I 
would, of course, be glad 10 learn what frames tht're are, if any, in Bahasa 
Malaysia. Reflecting on my own experience of teaching in English, I 
believe thai Sinclair has identified a definite feature of structuring in a 
l�son conducted in English. It seems very likely that there must be some 
analogous way in which lessons are framed in other languages. 

Sinclair goes on to suggest that between frames the teacher conducts 
transactions and that these are structured al:.o. They are made up of 
exchanges. These are intended to inform, direct or elicit. Exchanges are 
realized as sentences and a typical exchange has three "moves". for 
example, the teacher first elicits a response from the student; the student 
replies, Md then the teacher gives feedback.. The It'acher must obviou!>ly 
have the linguistic slo.lls 10 eJicit re!.pOIlSCS from pupils effectively and then 
to react appropialely to the reph�.11 was these skills, which my Chint!Se 
friend fe:1t she lacked. 

It should be noted, of course, that although "eliciting" is usually 
realized by an interrogative, this is not always the case. For t:'xample: 

"Can you tell me which countries produce tin?" 

Or " I wouLd like you to say which countries produce tin." 

Or "Name the countries which produce lin." 
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Likewise, "d.irecting" is not always realized as an imperative sen· 
'E'nt'P; nor is informing always associated with declarative sentences. The 
use of these three different structures for different purposes is not, of 
course, restricted to the classroom, but I believe the patterns are peculiar 
toclilSSroom usage, and {suggest that teacher·trainers should be aware of 
this and should ensure that their students are given the appropriate 
linguistic training. 

Sinclair goes on to suggest that "'moves" � composed of "acts" An 
act is Iheminimalcontribution toan exchange. Some movesare single acts. 
For example, in a classroom there are well established "acts" which are 
used by the teachers to nominate which student is invited to respond to a 
question, or make a contribution to the discussion. Some, of course, are 
non·Jinguistic, for example, a movement of the hand or a nod of the head. 
Sinclair has proposed thai there are 22 types of acts which serve to initiate 
suct"eedmg discourse activity, or to respond to previous commenl:$, ques.
tions and 50 on. Once again, a teacher should have a competent command 
of this level of discourse activity 

The essential point to note about the ana1ysis proposed by Sinclair, 
and lndeed thai also pro� by Bo::llack. is that it is based on two 
fundamental assumptions or educational tenets: one, students leam most 
efficiently when they are encouraged to participate in what goes 0'\ in the 
classroom, and two, teachers should stimulate powers of thought in their 
students by qUe<!itioning.. guiding. challenging. probing the knowledge, 
expenence, ideas, etc of the students. This is what is meant by child· 
oriented education or by "the interactive classroom" This 15 why I find 
Sinclair's system 10 be valuable as an outline of the rules of speaking which 
are related to teaching for tmderstanding. I believe that a teacher seeking 
to induce understanding of the subject would be well advised to follow 
rules of this kind at all levels of speaking and over the full range of 
intellectual skills which his Or her pupils are capable of  acquiring. Using 
Bloom's taxonomy as a useful basis, Craig 1G55QC.k and Peter Iyortsuum 
suggest that when the teacher is engaged in eliciting resporues, the 
realization of this process (i.e. the reali2ation 0 the rule) will typically 
involve different sets of words at each level of intellectual skill. In reaching 
the trainee teacher to master the rules of speaking for understanding.. il is 
likely thai the emphasis in practice will be on assisting the trainee to gain 
a command of the typical realizations of the rules, rather than to attempt 
any understanding of the abstract linguistic processes. This, of course, is 
analogous 10 most leaming. One can learn to swim without knowing 
Archimedcs' principle. 

Some of the key words which are often associated with the various 
levels of intellectual skills were shown in the diagram I have used 10 
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summarize Bloom's taxonomy These are obviously specific to English, but 
I think it is likely that equivalent lists could be prepared for any language. 

1 must confess that when I reached this point in preparing my talk. I 
suddenly felt that 1 had merely strung together a set of very obvious 
observations.U this is so, I take comfort in the story of the little boy ..... ho was 
watching a television programme about space travel. Hismotherwas with 
him and she was startled by his response to a remark in the programme 
that someday man would perhaps be able to travel into deep space. The 
little boy said. "But Mummy, J thought we already were in deep Jpace." 

In studying linguistics, we arequite often in mental deep space. Uwe 
can detect patterns in this space, we can better understand human dis
course, including that typical of II classroom. And this understanding will, 
I hope. assist teachers in their vitallask of teaching for understanding. 

Nolcs 

"Kl!ynote address presented at the 8th ASANAL International Con
ference Kuala Lumpur, 28-31 May 1990. 
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APPENDIX A 

REAL SITUATIONS 

Concrete Materials 

I 
DOING � 

Activities, planned and spontaneous r 

I 
4 DISCUSSION 

I 
PRACTICE 

r> Textbook studies and activities 

I 

� 
NEW SITUATIONS 

� Applications 

I 
GENERALIZATIONS 
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TIlE COMPUTATIONAL PARADIGM 

Stored 
Knowledge 

Phonological rules 

Morphological rules 

Dictionary (items) 

Grammar rules 

Processes 

Phonological 

Morphological 

Lexical 

APPENDlXB 

Assigned 
Structures 

Sounds 

Phonemes 

Morphemes 

Words 
Syntactic (parsing) 

Syntactic structures 

I Dictionary (definitions) n Semantic I 
L-____ """' 

Representation 

I Deductive rules � Reasoning 

l' 

� Representation 
structures 

I Inferential rules r 

A stratified model of language comprehension. 

-' 
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